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The invention of white-ground painting 
 
At the beginning of the last quarter of the sixth century B.c. painters seem to have become frustrated 

with the limitations of the black-figure technique and begun experimenting with alter natives. In 
the black-figure technique, invented  in the seventh century, black silhouettes were painted on the 
orangy-red back ground colour of the clay and details were incised upon those silhouettes so that 
the clay colour showed through. The alternative technique that caught on most widely was red-
figure; here the relationship between black and red was reversed: the figures were red the background 
was black, and the details were painted onto  the  figures  in  black.  But  another  alternative  technique 
which painters first tried out at much the same time involved first covering  the vase with a white slip 
and then painting on top of that white background. Initially  this technique  was used on a small 
number  of pots of various shapes,  but from the second quarter of the fifth century onwards the 
white-ground technique is to be found practised  almost  exclusively on just two shapes, frequently 
on lekythoi and occasionally on cups. 

 

 
The uses of white-ground painting 

 
Since lekythoi were flasks for oil and cups part of the equipment of drinking parties, it might seem 
that the two shapes had no thing in common. Lekythoi, however, were most frequently used in 
association with burials, being left as offerings both in and on graves; some white-ground cups were 
certainly made to be grave goods, and it  may be that all white-ground  cups  were made primarily  
for funerary use. It is hard to know why the white ground  technique  in  particular   was  thought  
appropriate  for graves: some have suggested  that it was meant to evoke ivory and thus had an 
exotic flavour (death is a foreign country);others point to the fragility of white-ground, on which 
colours fade and are much more easily rubbed off than black or red (life is fragile). Whatever the 
reasons for the initial association, white ground pots come to explore death not just by association 
but in their iconography. 
 
White-ground lekythoi often show the tomb itself, to which mourners bring offerings  or at which 
a figure representing  the deceased is shown sitting; often too they show the passage of the dead 
person to the underworld, conducted  there by Hermes or ferried across the River Styx by Charon, 
to pay whose fare the dead were buried with an obol in their mouths. Sometimes they allude to 
death more obliquely by showing a scene of departure, a wartier leaving home, or of the domesticity 
that death has disrupted, a mistress and her maid. Most of the imagery on these lekythoi looks only 
as far as the departure of the soul of the dead to Hades and the ritual visits that continued to be paid to 
the cemetery after death. It gives no indication of what those who deposited the pots in the grave 
believed about what happened  to the dead. 

 
Intimations of immortality 

 
Three white-ground cups, however, are different. They are part of a group of pots from a single 
grave sold in Athens in 1890. The group consisted of nine pots, five of them from the same 
potter, one Sotades, and all perhaps from the same workshop. 
 

The five cups among the group have figured decoration: three of the five, all of precisely the same 
rather unusual shape, can be assigned to the hand of an artist known to scholars as 'the Sotades Painter'  
because of his association with Sotades the potter (the painter may indeed be the potter).All three, 
along with three other pots from the group, are now in the British Museum. 

 

In the case of two of the three cups by the Sotades painter, the identity of the scene shown is uncertain. 
The third, however, shows a unique but easily identifiable scene. Under a faintly indicated dome 
topped by a tripod, and upon a floor of pebbles, crouches a small boy. Facing him a young man, 
stripped to the waist, aims a stick or spear in the direction of a snake shown at the very edge of the 
cup and under the pebble floor. Another snake, rather less vigorously curled up, is seen at the same 



level. The figures are named 'Glaukos' and 'Polyeidos' and their story is known to us from the 
mythographer Apollodoros. Here is thestory. Glaukos was the son of Minos, king of Crete. When 
Glaukos went missing, Minos was told that his son would be restored to him by whoever could best 
describe the colour of a calf that changed from white to red to black every four hours. The seer 
Polyeidos solved the riddle by comparing the calf to a ripening blackberry, and found the boy. But  
the boy was dead, drowned in a tub of honey. Minos then buried his son, and buried Polyeidos along 
with him. While in the tomb Polyeidos was approached  by a snake, which he killed, only to have 
another snake appear and feed the first snake with a leaf which made it revive. Polyeidos tried the 
same leaf out on Glaukos and he too revived. 
 
The promise of this story is that death can be transitory. There is a knowledge, it suggests, which can 
overcome death. Just what those who put this cup into this tomb thought that knowledge was we 
cannot tell, but the mysterious scenes on the other two matching cups suggest that they were serious in 
their beliefs in the after life. One of the other cups shows a rustic figure aiming a large stone at a 
very large snake; at the bottom of the tondo the fragments that remain show that a dead woman was 
shown. The third cup shows, in the half of the tondo that is preserved, a woman reaching up to 
pluck fruit from a tree (it is tempting to think that we are in the garden of the Hesperides, that the 
fruit are apples and that if the whole vase were preserved we would find another snake here, who 
should be guarding this fruit). Death, its warding off, and the promise of substances that can preserve 
life seem to be the themes that run through all these pictures. 
 

Orthodoxy and heterodoxy 
 
For most Athenians death was the end. Judging by the reliefs that they put over their graves and the 
pots they put in them it seems that if they looked forward to anything after death it was a Homeric 
underworld where conditions were even worse than for the poor of the earth. But for others initiation  
into one or other mystery cult, the Eleusinian mysteries or the mysteries of Dionysos,  offered  more  
hope. From  other areas  of the Greek world we have evidence for afterlife beliefs in the form of 
inscribed pieces of gold leaf deposited in tombs (see Richard Seaford in Omnibus 27).Whatever went 
on at Eleusis,Athenians rarely betray any signs that they hoped for life after death. 
 

The Athenian buried in this tomb seems to have been different: he or she, or his or her heirs, 
commissioned a unique set of pots from a potter and painter combination whose work is dominated 
by extraordinary shapes (drinking-horn-shaped pots whose bases are in the form of negroes eaten by 
crocodiles or pygmies carrying dead cranes, a libation bowl whose foot is in the form of a frog) and 
extraordinary scenes (satyrs stalking owls, women flying). When evidence is fragmentary  there is 
always a temptation to use what pieces there are to reconstruct a single picture. This cup and the 
work of this potter and painter are vital pieces of evidence that not all Athenians shared the same 
view of the world they lived in, and that some at least had a view of a world to come. 
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